
INDIGO  COLLAPSE

1. ANTI  LINEAR

Get along little moment
Of a temporary life
Old little blow hole
Little heaven sent
Reach every night and the hunger grows
Reach every night on the lonely life

Criss criss cross summer rain
Going down the hollow sane
Criss criss cross summer rain
Hallowed in the misery vein
Criss criss cross hollow face
I don’t know what fallen grace
Misery name, misery fine
I don’t know what is defined

Get along little moment
Of a temporary life
Old little blow hole
Little heaven sent
Reach every night and the hunger grows
Reach every night on the lonely life

Criss criss cross summer rain
Going down the hollow sane
Criss criss cross summer rain
Hallowed in the misery vein
Criss criss cross hollow face
I don’t know what fallen grace
Misery name, misery fine
I don’t know what is defined



2. BRUTUS

Feeling time is all in me
Feeling sick of sympathy
Feeling time is all the rage
You see him a fire same
Feeling time is only me
Only cause in sympathy
Reach around, feeling free
Holding down in sympathy

With a common race
Is not the same
A lonely
It’s not the race
You find me
Illuminating
You find me
Hallucinating in
You find me
Illuminating
You find me
Hallucinating
You find me
Dominating
You find me
Hallucinating



3. DOWN  RANGE

One of the waste as time goes by as fast
You don’t seem like everyone
Some of the time I don’t know last
Rise again my name, oh son
Driven to be heaven sent
Wall of evil mine is end

Reach out and find the only one

One of the waste as time goes by as fast
You don’t seem like everyone
Some of the time I don’t know last
Rise again my name, oh son
Driven to be heaven sent
Wall of evil mine is end

Reach out and find the only one



4. LITTLE  FALLOW

In a blue way
In my life
There’s a lonely way
To see my life
The world went to prayer
It’s a lonely way

In a cascade
Of everly
There’s a glorious way
To end my life
Do the rocks care
On the way
Do the arms bring it to everywhere

In a blue way
In my life
There’s a lonely way
To see my life
The world went to prayer
It’s a lonely way



5. PORTAL

View a bloom in violence
Golden time is summer mist
Everyone is going there
Everyone is going to care

You know everyone’s going there at some point
We’ve all got to go sometime I guess
But why now, why now
Why not later
Why not never
Just a fact of life, everyone’s got to go some time
Do you really have a say in where it is that you go
I’m not so sure

You roll in time and sate us
You clock your time with sadists

You roll with a bad crowd
You go with the wrong one
You do
That’s what we do
And then what happens
What are you going to do now
Risk everything
Or risk nothing
Does it really matter
Is that someplace that I want to go to



6. PRISTINE

( Backwords, figure it out)



7. SAVORY

Space age travel in the new age
Never seen the nothing no way
You will see the mystery of him
Never seen another mystery
Came upon him
To relate
Upon him

Dream of mysteries in the evening
Think about him in the day
Rare escape the minstrel gaming
Bold into another hand
All away down
All away down
All away

Space age travel in the new age
Never seen the nothing no way
You will see the mystery of him
Never seen another mystery
Came upon him
To relate
Upon him



8. SLIDE

Reel it if stir
A luck of pain
Woes a nation of fallen
All the way
Similar package to nothing at all
You feel
Nothing is changing and, no
It’s real



9. TELLURIDE

Well it roll in nights
Had a lover too
Never seen my friends
Never seen cartoons
A lonely vent
Is coming soon
My rocket ship
Is coming soon

In a misery place
In a blue lagoon
Say a final grace
Never seem too soon
I will round me be
Never long to see
I’m gonna split in two



10. UNDER

And now
Sympathy strikes again
And sees a man in all
Rows
Spaces a long long ride again
You haven’t had the time to be alone

Freeze freeze
In the fields
Heavenly night
Calls to you
Freeze freeze
Heavenly fields
You collide
A local seal
Freeze freeze
Heavenly days
Alarm
Giving it away
Freeze freeze
Heavenly sigh
Collect
Won’t you die

Nominal darks
Are smiling
No more darks can see
Bowling for dollars
Makes me smile
You going alone to see

Give by smiling
Don’t take it under
The fringe

Freeze freeze
In the fields
Heavenly night
Calls to you
Freeze freeze
Heavenly fields
You collide
A local seal
Freeze freeze
Heavenly days
Alarm
Giving it away
Freeze freeze
Heavenly sigh
Collect
Won’t you die



11. WEST  DOWN

In these latter days
Ain’t no saints
In these latter days
Ain’t no saints
You feel the sum of range
All alone in main

In the final ways
You are cold
In the final ways
You are cold
You will be leaving
You will find inside
You will always
Be a threat
You will always
Be a threat



12. YELLOW

He got himself in the vicinity of the door
So willingly
Was never able to pass through
He came up around the corner
And glanced quickly
There was no one there
Yet strangely he felt like there was something there with him
Something he couldn’t see or hear

A strange sense of calm and fear came across his body
And he could feel the adrenaline rising
Rising to meet him
And right in the face

Rising all you men you want to feed
Rising all you men you meant to feed

I’m not sure what it was that I felt
It was like a burden
A stone on my back
I felt like something was about to happen
But I wasn’t sure what it was
Again I glanced around the corner
And saw nothing but shadows
None of them moved

I realized I’d already been taken
I was just acting on borrowed time here
Nothing seems to work anymore
Nothing seems to give me solace
In that strange world

Rising all you men you want to feed
Rising all you men you meant to feed




